### iPad Accessories

**MYGOFLIGHT EXTENDED SUCTION CUP**
Requires separate purchase of the iPad Sport™ or Sport™ NR case. The Extended Suction Cup Mount is for pilots who want to mount their iPad Sport™ NR or iPad Kneeboard Sport™ case off a glass windshield or other smooth surface while using the least amount of space. This mount comes with a Sport™ Adapter with RingO mounting system and all other necessary pieces and parts so that the mount can be installed in a variety of ways.  

P/N 13-12424 $107.00

**MYGOFLIGHT SPORT ADAPTER WITH TILT SWIVEL**
The Sport™ Adapter with the Tilt and Swivel adds flexibility in positioning the iPad Kneeboard Sport and Sport NR - iPad on any mount. The adapter can tilt up to 90 degrees. Includes the RingO mounting system which quickly connects the Sport™ and Sport NR cases to our various mounts by RAM.  

P/N 13-12425 $79.00

**MYGOFLIGHT SPORT MOUNT COMPACT SUCTION CUP**
The iPad Sport™ Mount - Compact Suction Cup is for pilots who want to mount their iPad Sport™ NR or iPad Kneeboard Sport™ case off a glass windshield or other smooth surface while using the least amount of space. This is especially useful when using the mount on a side window close to the pilot. Each of these mounts comes with a Sport™ Adapter with RingO mounting system. The Sport Adapter with Tilt & Swivel option (included), adds flexibility in how the iPad is positioned. The adapter can tilt up to 90 degrees. The mount is portable and easily fit in your flight bag or can be positioned and left on-board. Perfect for owners and renters alike.  

P/N 13-12426 $99.00

**MYGOFLIGHT SPORT MOUNT HEADREST**
Now you can secure your iPad for use in the back seat of your car with the Sport Mount - Headrest. Requires the iPad be in either the iPad Kneeboard Sport™ or Sport™ NR - iPad case available separately. The iPad, once secured to the headrest, can be viewed either horizontally or vertically and can be tilted vertically to accommodate different heights. It is the safest choice if you want to use your iPad as a rear seat entertainment device. The back seat passengers can easily and safely watch a video or play games. The headrest mount has a universal fitment and is designed for headrest between 4” - 8” wide. The installation is quick and easy with no dismantling of the headrest. The headrest mount clamps around the headrest posts and the iPad case securely to the included Sport™ Adapter. The Holder can rotate 15 degrees and swivel 360 degrees.  

NOTE: The Sport Mount - Headrest is only the mount. You must already have or order separately the Sport™ or Sport™ NR case. Sold separately.  

P/N 13-12427 $69.00

**MYGOFLIGHT SPORT MOUNT GULFSTREAM**
We have taken the iPad Sport Mount-Gulfstream and bundled it with your choice of either the Sport NR case or iPad Kneeboard Sport. This package gives pilots a complete solution for securely mounting the iPad to the steering column of any Gulfstream jet that has the wedge mount used for mounting a clipboard. Utilizes the quick-connect Sport™ Adapter with RingO mounting system to allow the user to easily rotate the iPad from portrait to landscape. Also you the ability to quickly disconnect the iPad from the mount while leaving it in a protective and stylish case.  

P/N 13-12428 $299.00

**MYGOFLIGHT DUAL MICRO CHARGER**
Handles up to 35 Volts! You can charge your iPad and your iPhone or iPod or any other USB powered device at the same time in the airplane/car. DualMicro is a 12 to 35 Volt airplane/auto charger and an extra charging cable in one convenient bundle. It has two USB ports that can both be used at the same time. Operates with a full 4.5 amps of charging power (2.1 and 2.4 USB sockets) which the iPad requires and provides the fastest possible charging. NOTE: For 12-35 volt DC systems.  

P/N 13-15538 $29.95

---

**MYGOFLIGHT CASE BACK FOR iPad II**
The Case Back is a slim-fit polycarbonate designed to snap onto the iPad II and iPad III to provide protection on the back and corners. Also, compatible with Apple’s Smart Cover. The Case Back is a slim-fit, complete access to all ports, buttons, and camera, and adds a stylish look in a transparent clear/grey. Not available for iPad I.

Black case P/N 13-12398 $14.05
Black Case with discs P/N 13-12399 $14.05

---

**MYGOFLIGHT SOUND MASTER BLUETOOTH MINI SPEAKER**
This portable Bluetooth speaker is wireless and puts out 3W and up to 95 decibels of sound, all in a package half the size of a soda can. It is the perfect travel accessory for anyone that wants great sound but is tight on space. Compact size will easily fit into your flight bag or luggage for easy portability. Connects wirelessly with iPad, iPhone, iTouch, Droid or any other Bluetooth device. Lithium battery keeps the music playing for up to 8 hours. The SoundMaster also supports Micro SD cards (up to 8 GB) for automatic plug and play. The speaker has an AUX input for direct device connection - buy two speakers and a splitter cable for true stereo sound! Finally, the SoundMaster is water resistant, which is perfect for use outdoors - boating, camping, hiking, etc.  

Silver Speaker P/N 13-12402 $89.00
Black Speaker P/N 13-12403 $89.00

---

**MYGOFLIGHT NIGHT VISION CLIP**
The Night Vision Clip Light is designed to put green, eye protecting light exactly where you need it when you need it. The light is illuminated by a slide-to-activate button. Can be easily attached to your clip-board by sliding it into the bracket on the clip-board. With an adjustable head that can swivel the light up or down up to 90 degrees, light can be positioned where it is needed. The batteries are replaceable.  

P/N 13-12404 $19.99

---

**MYGOFLIGHT HEADSET BAG**
Micro-fiber lining cleans and protects the screen while the durable diamond stitch fabric on the outside prevents ripping and tearing. The Headset Bag is made out of durable mesh with a soft, padded lining on the inside, perfect for holding anything anywhere. Microfiber lining cleans and protects the screen while the durable diamond stitch fabric on the outside prevents ripping and tearing. The Headset Bag is made out of durable mesh with a soft, padded lining on the inside, perfect for holding anything anywhere.  

P/N 13-12407 $14.99

---

**MYGOFLIGHT SHOULDER STRAP**
Better weight distribution than carrying it by the handle. Padding and grip prevent straps from sliding off of shoulders. Easy on and off with clip-head hooks. Rotating hook heads make sure you never get tangled straps ever again! Fully adjustable for all sizes.  

P/N 13-12406 $19.85

---
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